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QUESTION 1

An organization makes a strategic decision to move towards an IT operating model that emphasizes consumption of
reusable IT assets using modern APIs (as defined by MuleSoft). 

What best describes each modern API in relation to this new IT operating model? 

A. Each modern API has its own software development lifecycle, which reduces the need for documentation and
automation. 

B. Each modern API must be treated like a product and designed for a particular target audience (for instance, mobile
app developers) 

C. Each modern API must be easy to consume, so should avoid complex authentication mechanisms such as SAML or
JWT. 

D. Each modern API must be REST and HTTP based. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

What is true about API implementations when dealing with legal regulations that require all data processing to be
performed within a certain jurisdiction (such as in the USA or the EU)? 

A. They must avoid using the Object Store as it depends on services deployed ONLY to the US East region. 

B. They must use a jurisdiction-local external messaging system such as Active MQ rather than Anypoint MQ. 

C. They must be deployed to Anypoint Platform runtime planes that are managed by Anypoint Platform control planes,
with both planes in the same jurisdiction. 

D. They must ensure ALL data is encrypted both in transit and at rest. 

Correct Answer: C 

Reference: https://docs.mulesoft.com/eu-control-plane/ 

 

QUESTION 3

An API implementation is deployed on a single worker on CloudHub and invoked by external API clients (outside of
CloudHub). 

How can an alert be set up that is guaranteed to trigger AS SOON AS that API implementation stops responding to API
invocations? 

A. Implement a heartbeat/health check within the API and invoke it from outside the Anypoint Platform and alert when
the heartbeat does not respond. 

B. Configure a "worker not responding" alert in Anypoint Runtime Manager. 
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C. Handle API invocation exceptions within the calling API client and raise an alert from that API client when the API is
unavailable. 

D. Create an alert for when the API receives no requests within a specified time period. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4

Refer to the exhibit. 

What is true when using customer-hosted Mule runtimes with the MuleSoft-hosted Anypoint Platform control plane
(hybrid deployment)? 

A. Anypoint Runtime Manager initiates a network connection to a Mule runtime in order to deploy Mule applications. 

B. The MuleSoft-hosted Shared Load Balancer can be used to load balance API invocations to the Mule runtimes. 

C. API implementations can run successfully in customer-hosted Mule runtimes, even when they are unable to
communicate with the control plane. 

D. Anypoint Runtime Manager automatically ensures HA in the control plane by creating a new Mule runtime instance in
case of a node failure. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

An organization has implemented a Customer Address API to retrieve customer address information. This API has been
deployed to multiple environments and has been configured to enforce client IDs everywhere. 

A developer is writing a client application to allow a user to update their address. The developer has found the Customer
Address API in Anypoint Exchange and wants to use it in their client application. 

What step of gaining access to the API can be performed automatically by Anypoint Platform? 
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A. Approve the client application request for the chosen SLA tier. 

B. Request access to the appropriate API instances deployed to multiple environments using the client application\\'s
credentials. 

C. Modify the client application to call the API using the client application\\'s credentials. 

D. Create a new application in Anypoint Exchange for requesting access to the API. 

Correct Answer: B 
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